This study describes experiments on automatic detection of semantic concepts, which are textual descriptions about the digital video content. The concepts can be further used in content-based categorization and access of digital video repositories. Temporal Gradient Correlograms, Temporal Color Correlograms and Motion Activity low-level features are extracted from the dynamic visual content of a video shot. Semantic concepts are detected with an expeditious method that is based on the selection of small positive example sets and computational low-level feature similarities between video shots. Detectors using several feature and fusion operator configurations are tested in 60-hour news video database from TRECVID 2003 benchmark. Results show that the feature fusion based on ranked lists gives better detection performance than fusion of normalized low-level feature spaces distances. Best performance was obtained by pre-validating the configurations of features and rank fusion operators. Results also show that minimum rank fusion of temporal color and structure provides comparable performance.
INTRODUCTION
Typically content-based video retrieval (CBVR) systems deal with low-level features that convey very little about the semantic content unless a trained system creates associations from the low-level features to a higher semantic context. For example, automatic detection of the presence of people support queries that attempt to locate a specific person from video database. Several studies have addressed the semantic feature, which is also described as semantic concept, detection [8] [9] [10] [11] .
In this study, semantic concepts mean textual terms that represent a conceptual entity in a video. They can be detected using automatic, semi-automatic or manual tools. Automatic detection holds a level of uncertainty whereas manual annotation can be subjective and laborious to create. An ensemble of classifiers can be trained for each concept. However, training of multiple classifiers for large concept lexicon can be tedious. A fast and simple method to build concept detectors was introduced in [6] , where detectors were trained by selecting only small sets of positive examples for every concept.
This paper presents extended experiments with visual detectors for 12 semantic concepts from TRECVID 2003 semantic feature detection task [13] . The detectors use low-level visual features that measure video motion activity and spatial correlations of image gradients and colors. In comparison to prior research on visual detectors [13] [6] this paper reports experiments with broader sets of concepts, low-level features, fusion techniques, training set sizes and larger test database. Section 2 describes selected low-level features and the fusion operations used in concept detectors. Section 3 describes the diverse experiments and Section 4 finalizes the paper with conclusions.
DETECTING SEMANTIC CONCEPTS
Semantic concept detectors create ordered video shot lists to describe the certainty of detection throughout the video database. In [6] we observed that several concepts coexist and correlate in a video, which is not suitable for multi-class classifiers. Our approach is to have several simplified concept detectors that are trained using small sets of positive example shots, each propagating labels to their nearest neighbors in selected feature spaces. The detection confidence is relative to the measurable lowlevel feature dissimilarity between the example and target.
Low-level Features
Features used in the detector measure motion, color and structure of a video shot. Dissimilarity between two feature vectors is measured using normalized city-block distance (L 1 -norm). Short description of the used features follows:
Motion Activity (MA). MA is based on definitions of MPEG-7 Visual standard [4] . Following values describe the type of motion in the shot: discrete motion intensity; average intensity; short, medium and long runs of zero motion blocks.
Temporal Color Correlogram (TCC). TCC computes the autocorrelation of HSV pixel colors in the spatial neighborhood of the 20 temporally sampled video frames creating a vector of 432 feature values. Its effi-ciency against traditional color descriptors has been reported in [2] [3] . TCC captures the probabilities for a pixel color to appear at given spatial pixel distances throughout a frame sequence. For a more detailed description of the algorithm, see [2] .
Temporal Gradient Correlogram (TGC). TGC, initially used in the detector experiments in [6] , describes spatial correlation of edge orientations in an autocorrelogram. The feature is computed from the 20 temporally sampled video frames in a shot. It depicts the dynamical compound of structural elements in a shot. Briefly, the Prewitt edges [12] are first detected and quantified from the sampled frames. Then the spatial autocorrelation is computed resulting a TGC vector of 20 feature values. More details about the algorithm can be found in [6] .
Fusion of Low-level Features
Concept detectors are initialized with sets of K positive examples to produce result sets
. The propagation of labels follows: First, dissimilarities to the example k in low-level feature space l results in rank-ordered list
where ks nearest neighbor has highest concept confidence. Subsequently
lists for every l ˛1…L are combined using either combination of ranks (Borda count variant) [5] or fuzzy Boolean combination of dissimilarity values:
is overall rank or dissimilarity of a result shot n to the example k using L features.
is rank or dissimilarity to the example k of concept f in feature space l.
is largest rank or dissimilarity value to the query example k in its result set. Q is a set fusion operator: minimum rank (MIN), aggregation of ranks (SUM) or minimum dissimilarity (MINDIST)
Result Set Fusion
contains a list of ranked database items and is a manifestation of confidence votes for a concept f based on overall similarity to the example k. Next, the ordered lists
are combined with a fusion operator W WW W to form a final confidence ) (n s f for each item n. Finally, X top results are clipped for the evaluation procedure:
is the confidence of a shot n to contain concept f.
is rank or dissimilarity of item n to the query example k of concept f .
is maximum rank or dissimilarity to the query example k in its result set. is a fusion operator: minimum-rank (MIN), rankaggregation (SUM) or minimum distance (MINDIST).
EXPERIMENTS WITH NEWS VIDEO
The experiments were conducted in the framework of TRECVID 2003 semantic feature extraction task [1] . The task consisted of returning 2000 top ranked video clips for preset semantic features from a database of ~32000 MPEG-1 shot segments from ABC, CNN and C-SPAN. Following semantic concepts were used in this work: 'outdoors', 'people', 'building', 'road', 'vegetation', 'animal', 'car/truck/bus', 'aircraft', 'non studio setting', 'sporting event', 'weather news' and 'physical violence'.
Pre-validated Concept Detector Configurations
As a part of TRECVID 2003, IBM organized a joint collaborative video annotation effort to create a common ground truth for the development data [7] . 60 hours of shots were collaboratively labeled based on preset concept list and the annotations were distributed in MPEG-7 format. In this work the annotations were used in prior validation of the best detector configurations. The performance was compared against static configurations to find out the extent of gain for the computational validation.
First, positive example sets were selected from the development data as the input for the concept detectors. The sets were kept small. Sizes ranged from 7 for 'outdoors' to 26 for 'car/truck/bus'. Total count of positive examples was 217 and no negative examples were needed.
The validation was conducted by measuring the performance with different feature (MA,TCC,TGC) and rank fusion (MIN,SUM) configurations using the annotated truth data. The performance was measured from the detector output of 300 best ranked shots as the average of the precisions at correct detections.
Validation revealed two dominant detector configurations: First was a combination of TCC and TGC with Q , W WW W set to MIN (best performance in 'outdoors', 'road', 'animal', 'car/truck/bus'). Second used only color feature TCC with W WW W set to MIN (best performance in 'vegetation', 'sporting event', 'weather news', 'physical violence').
Semantic Concept Detection Experiments
For the actual test experiments detectors retrieved 2000 ranked shots from the test collection, which was not used during the development and validation phase. The evaluation used ground truth data created at NIST by pooling submitted results and creating relevance judgments [1] .
The experiments evaluate the significance of lowlevel features, fusion operator configurations and prevalidation on detector performance. The effect of reduced training set was also tested with 106 examples (MT_extra3).
A single detection run consisted of detector outputs for all 12 features. Table 2 shows the overall run performance as the run-wise mean and median of the average precisions for all feature and fusion configurations. Average precision (AP) is a measure reflecting the performance over all relevant items in the result list, roughly depicting the surface under a precision recall curve [1] . The first row shows the performance of the validated configurations. Second row shows a fixed configuration of TCC and TGC features with Q , W WW W set to MIN. The first five runs (from MT1 to MT5) were used in the pooling of results at NIST whereas the runs from MT_extra1 to MT_extra5 were not contributing to it. Run-wise means of the average precisions show that the validated detector configurations in MT1 obtained the best overall detection. Best median was obtained with fixed detector configuration of TGC and TCC together with MIN operators (MT2). Using motion activity decreased multi-feature detector performance. As for individual performance TCC run defeated TGC run by performing better in 'weather news', 'vegetation', 'aircraft', 'sporting event', and 'physical violence'. Overall best detection performances were obtained in 'weather news' (run MT1: AP 0.501), 'sporting event' (MT_extra4: AP 0.152) and 'people' (MT1: AP 0.096). Figure 1 shows the detector precisions for selected runs without the performance of 'weather news', since the structure of weather news in the test collection favors the color feature TCC. At the top left figure, rank based MIN operator outdoes MINDIST, which selects the minimum of normalized L 1 distances to combine features and examples. MINDIST is weaker although it preserves the dynamical structure of the feature space unlike rank fusion. 
CONCLUSIONS
Semantic concept detection experiments in a large news video database were presented in this work. Training is simple and computationally inexpensive. Unlike traditional classifiers, only small positive example sets are required in training.
Experiments showed that the rank-based fusion of features results in better overall performance than the fusion based on normalized low-level feature vector distances. Also minimum rank fusion is more effective than aggregation of ranks. Increasing the example set size was found to improve recall but degrade initial precision. TCC is particularly effective in concepts where color dominates the visual context, but is limited into fixed chromatic settings. Combination of TCC and TGC provides a good trade-off. In the future, detection performance could be improved using weights. Also performance against traditional classifiers should be inspected.
